Stichting De Samaritaan
Actie4Kids is an event of Stichting De Samaritaan.
Stichting de Samaritaan is a church organisation with
effective goals as:

Schoolpad 1-B, 3851 JE Ermelo
Tel.: 03 41 - 41 80 61
Fax: 03 41 - 42 82 46
E-mail: info@desamaritaan.org
www.desamaritaan.org

Bankrelation The Netherlands
• Assisting church development and vocational programs
to reach needy people in poverty in developing countries
around the world, in the name of Jesus Christ.
• Emergency relief programs and development aid
everywhere in the world. The organisation serves the church
worldwide to promote the gospel of the Lord Jesus Christ.

ING 334243
IBAN: NL83 INGB0000334243
BIC: INGBNL2A

Shoe box Event
2011
Pack A Box Guide

Bankrelation Belgium
BNP Paribas - Fortis 001.4326394.76
IBAN: BE91001432639476
BIC: GEBABEBB

Contact address Actie4Kids
in Belgium:

Photo contest

Patrizio en Boukje Giampietro
Zondereigen 30
B-2387 Baarle Hertog
Tel. 014-63 26 97
Email: fam.giampietro@telenet.be

Who will take the most beautiful Actie4Kids-picture?
Take a picture of your shoe box event and send the picture in!
The best picture will be granted a prize.
Send your picture in before December 25th to:
info@actie4kids.org or Actie4Kids, Schoolpad 1-B, 3851 JE Ermelo (The Netherlands)
(With sending the picture in you give foundation the Samaritan permission to use the photograph
for possible publication).

Let’s
share
together
www.Actie4Kids.org
Actie4kids newsletter
9th year nr. 2. Second semester 2011

Actie4kids is a shoe box event of Stichting de
Samaritaan in Ermelo - NL.
Yearly, we are making ten-thousands of children happy by decorating
a shoe box that is filled up with gifts of school materials, hygiene
items and toys.
The shoe boxes are destined for children who live in very difficult
circumstances. These children live in orphanages, slums, hospitals, refugee camps, etc.
Sharing together
Sharing is not always easy, even if you have a lot. But sharing is
something you can learn. Sharing together is more than giving away
some of our abundance, it also sharing the Christian values with our
children and their environment. The shoe boxes are always given
unconditionally. Also, where appropriate, each child receives a little
book with Bible stories.
It is hoped, with your help, 60,000 shoe boxes will be handed in
during the event of 2011.They are be being sent tot Africa and EasternEurope. Please visit out website for more details.
Participate!
Everyone is invited to participate, young and old.
Please pay attention:
There is an envelope with this “Pack A Box Guide”.

School materials:
Pens, colour pencils, notebooks, erasers, pencil sharpener, pencil-case,
colouring books, etc.
Keep in mind that it is wiser to send colour pencils (rather than markers
with fine tips that will dry fast in warm countries).
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hairclips, toothpaste, toothbrush, comb or brush, soap bar, washcloth,
toiletries bag, mirror, shampoo bottles (sealed with tape, so that they do
not open during transport).

Other ideas:

backpack, flip-flops, cap, T-shirt or other clothing, plastic cup, etc.

Please put only (as good as) new stuff in the box!

No candies/sweets/chocolates or other food
No war toys
No stuff with batteries
No liquid if you cannot seal them
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Start to fill the box according to the list “how to fill a shoe box“
Please select items from the list.

2-4 years
5-9 years
10-14 years
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Don’t seal your box up but put a big strong elastic band
round your box. Put 5 € in the money envelope for each
box, seal it, but don’t put the envelope inside the box. If you would prefer to carry out an
electronic bank transfer for the money, all the bank details are on this leaflet.
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Hand in the box and the money in the envelope to the person or organisation or any of the
60 collection points in the The Netherlands or Belgium.
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It is really nice to say something about yourself for the child
who will receive your box. Download “who am I?”, fill it out
and add it to the box. Have fun and be imaginative! Create
your own unique card with a photo or a nice picture and add
some personal information about yourself.
If you are not able to take part in the shoe box event, but
would like to offer money to support the event, you can
make a donation on the account of: Stichting De Samaritaan in Ermelo reference gift Actie4Kids. ING 334243
(The Netherlands) or BNP Paribas-Fortis 001.4326394.76
(Belgium)

Girl

Remove plastic packing materials.
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Decide if you want to prepare a box for a boy or a girl and in
which age range. Cross the box age for the one you choose:
2-4 years, 5-9 years or 10-14 years. Cut the form and stick it
onto the lid of the box.

Doll, car, small ball, yoyo, cuddly animal, puzzle, balloons, marbles,
skipping rope, musical instrument, blow bubbles, etc.

What does not go in the box:
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Toys:

Hygiene items:

Find a shoe box (not a boots’ box) The stronger the better, and
the sort with a separate box and lid. Wrap or decorate your box,
but please wrap the box and lid separately.
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Continue to fill the box with the following items until the box is full.
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Notebooks, pens, (colour) pencils, toothpaste, toothbrush, soap bars,
cuddly soft toy and small toys.
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Start with following basic articles:

Boy

How to start filling a shoe box
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How do you fill the shoe box?

Each shoe box is checked carefully at a processing centre to make sure all
contents are appropriate for children. Consolidation and preparation for
shipment takes place. Boxes must meet the receiving country’s customs
requirements.
As an organisation we keep the right to remove items that are not appropriate for children or for the designated country. This is also valid for items
that might not be suitable for transportation.
We attach much value to a certain balance with regard to the contents of
the shoe boxes. Each box is treated with respect. We take into consideration
the one who has filled the box as well as the child that will receive the box.
All shoe boxes are given to children unconditionally.
Do you want to help with checking the boxes? Please contact one of the
processing centers. Schedules and addresses are under www.actie4kids.org
under “drop off centres”
We are looking for sponsors that can help us with articles for our shoe
box event such as that mentioned above.

2-4 years
5-9 years
10-14 years

